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We carry out first-principles density-functional calculations to investigate the electronic structure of
the gold-carbon nanotube contact. It is found that a pressure applied on the gold-nanotube contact
shifts the Fermi level from the valence edge to the conduction edge of the carbon nanotube. This can
explain the n-type transport behavior frequently observed in the nanotube field-effect transistor
using the gold as electrodes. An atomistic model is proposed for a possible origin of the pressure
when the nanotube is embedded in the gold electrode. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.1990251�

The carbon nanotube �CNT� is one of the promising ma-
terials for the next generation of electronic devices because
of its intrinsic nanoscale size, one-dimensional geometry,
and excellent transport properties.1,2 The high mobility, the
large current density, and the controlled response to the gate
voltage has been demonstrated in the nanotube-based field-
effect transistor �FET�.3–5 Significant research efforts are
now brought to the large-scale integration of CNT-FETs, es-
pecially on issues such as isolation of individual nanotubes,
sorting the metallic and semiconducting nanotubes, and pat-
terning and integration of the electrodes and nanotubes. On
the other hand, controlling the carrier type of CNT is a key
issue for the development of a logic circuit, for example,
nanotube-based complementary-metal-oxide semiconductor
technology.

In earlier studies, it was widely accepted that the oxygen
adsorption on the nanotube wall resulted in the p-type trans-
port property of the FET made of as-grown nanotubes.6–8

However, the binding energy of the oxygen on the nanotube
wall is rather weak and consequently the charge transfer is
negligible.9–11 In addition, systematic experiments indicated
that the oxygen molecules affect mainly the metal electrode
rather than change the carrier density of the CNT body.12,13 It
was shown that, irrespective of adhesion strength of the CNT
to the metal electrode, the Fermi level pinning at the nano-
sized contact between metal and CNT is not strong. Thus, the
Schottky barrier formed at the contact is determined mostly
by the difference between the metal work function and the
electronic affinity of the semiconducting nanotube.14–16 This
raises a basic question as to why a gold electrode and CNTs
without oxygen atoms frequently result in the FET having
n-type transport behaviors.13 Since the gold surface has a
work function ��5.3 eV� higher than that of the CNT
��4.8 eV�, the Fermi level of the gold surface would be

closer to the valence edge and the FET device should show a
p-type transport behavior. Motivated by this observation, we
perform in this letter first-principles calculations on the
metal-nanotube interface to investigate the Fermi level align-
ment at the contact in detail. It is found that the position of
Fermi level of the metal electrode within the energy gap of
semiconducting CNT is a function of the metal-nanotube dis-
tance and the external pressure present in the nanotube-
electrode interface can cause n-type behavior of electronic
transport.

The density functional calculations are carried out using
the computational code of the Vienna ab initio simulation
package.17 The plane-wave basis set with the energy cutoff
of 400 eV is employed to describe electronic wave functions.
The ionic potentials are described by the projector
augmented-wave pseudopotential18 and the exchange corre-
lation energy of the electrons is approximated by the
gradient-corrected potential suggested in Ref. 19. The atomic
positions are relaxed until the Hellmann-Feynman force on
each atom is reduced to within 0.05 eV/Å.

For model geometries, we choose a semiconducting
�10,0� nanotube placed onto or in between the Au�111� sur-
face. The model geometries and the corresponding projected
density of states �PDOS� for the nanotube are shown in Fig.
1.20 The surfaces are modeled as three gold layers. The unit
cell contains 80 carbon atoms and 54 gold atoms and the
periodic boundary condition is imposed by applying strain
�corresponding to 2% compression� to the gold surface along
the nanotube axis direction. Eight k-points are sampled in the
irreducible Brillouin zone. In Fig. 1�a�, only one side of the
nanotube is in contact with the gold surface. The equilibrium
distance D of 3.01 Å indicates that the adsorption is a phy-
sisorption type, and the contact resistance will be significant.
This corresponds to a situation where a nanotube is freely
placed on the metal electrode. Since gold has a larger work
function, the Fermi level is aligned at the valence band edge
of the carbon nanotube, as in Fig. 1�a�.

In many experiments, however, the electrode is depos-
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ited lithographically after the nanotube is dispersed on the
substrate. The kinetic energy of metal atoms during deposi-
tion and subsequent solidification will apply a finite pressure
to the nanotube.21 To simulate the nanotube under this com-
pressive force, we artificially press the metal-nanotube-metal
contact. This is conveniently mimicked by reducing the unit
cell length of the supercell along the z direction �see Figs.
1�b� and 1�c��. The most striking feature in Figs. 1�b� and
1�c� is that as the contact is pressed, the Fermi level under-
goes a relative upshift and thus become aligned closer to the
conduction band of the nanotube. The CNT-FET including
this configuration for the contact should show a n-type trans-
port behavior. The calculated quantum-mechanical stress
along the z direction are 0.61 and 6.03 kbar for Figs. 1�b�
and 1�c�, respectively. The pressure-induced change of the
transport behavior is consistent with the previous calculation
reporting the increasing p-type barrier height as the metal-
nanotube distance decreases.22 The nonzero density of states
in the band-gap region reflects the metal-induced gap states.
Further increase of the compression will result in the metal-
lization of the CNT.23

For comparison, the electronic density of states is plotted
in Fig. 1�d� for the isolated �10,0� nanotube with the atomic
positions fixed at those in Fig. 1�c�. We notice that the band
structure is almost the same as that of the pristine nanotube.
It is noticeable that the peaks corresponding to the second
van Hove singularity are suppressed when the nanotube is
compressed by the gold slabs, as indicated by arrows in Figs.
1�b�–1�d�. To understand this change in the PDOS, we ex-
amine the electronic distribution of three doubly degenerate
valence band states at � in Fig. 2, as denoted by V1, V2, and
V3. The phase change of the wave function indicated by �

shows that the phase of V2 states changes most slowly along
the nanotube-metal contact �dotted lines�. Therefore, this
state is easier to be hybridized with Au 6s bands compared to
the V1 and V3 states. This explains why the second van Hove
singularity is strongly affected as the nanotube-metal dis-
tance is shortened. Consequently, the Fermi level upshift
along with the suppression of the van Hove singularity
shown in Figs. 1�b� and 1�c� is a consequence of increased
occupation of Au 6s orbitals through the hybridization with
V2 states. �See the next paragraph.� The pressure-induced
charge transfer from the nanotube to the gold surface will
adjust the local work function of each system so that the
band structure of the nanotube rigidly shifts down relative to
that of the gold substrate.

In Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�, the charge density differences for
Figs. 1�a� and 1�c�, ��=��CNT/Au�−��CNT�−��Au� are
plotted along the z direction after being averaged over the xy
plane. The origin of the z axis corresponds to the position of
the topmost gold layers and the arrows indicate the outer-
most carbon atoms. The electronic charge accumulates on the
side of the gold surface, which indicates the larger electrone-
gativity of gold and is consistent with the work function

FIG. 1. The projected density of states for the �10,0� carbon nanotube when
it is �a� on the Au�111� surface; and �b� and �c� squeezed between gold slabs,
respectively. The corresponding atomic structures are shown at the right of
each density of state, with larger and smaller spheres representing gold and
carbon atoms, respectively. The gold slab in the neighboring cell along the z
direction is drawn for convenience. �d� The density of states for the isolated
carbon nanotube compressed as in �c�.

FIG. 2. �Color online� The band structure of the isolated, squeezed nanotube
in Fig. 1�d�. On the right, charge densities are shown for three doubly
degenerate valence band states at � point �V1, V2, and V3�. The � indicates
the sign of the wave functions. The dotted lines indicate the metal-nanotube
contact line.

FIG. 3. The electronic charge densities for Figs. 1�a� and 1�c�, obtained after
subtracting those of isolated gold slabs and nanotubes, are plotted along the
z direction in �a� and �b�, respectively. The abscissa is measured from the
topmost gold layer.
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difference between CNT and gold. In Fig. 3�b�, we note that
more accumulation of the electron develops right above the
gold surface �dashed circle� when the contact is under pres-
sure. This comes from the specific Au–C hybridization, as
discussed in the previous paragraph. The charge transfer in-
duced by the hybridization reduces the difference of local
work functions between gold and CNT, pushing the Fermi
level toward the conduction edge of CNT. We also perform a
similar calculation for the Au�110� surface to check whether
the charge transfer depends on the surface orientation. The
result for the �110� surface is similar to that for the �111�
surface; that is, the Fermi level moves from the valence edge
to the conduction edge as the nanotube-metal distance is re-
duced.

Finally, we give a brief account on the origin of the
pressure on the nanotube surface when the nanotube is em-
bedded within the gold electrode. When evaporated gold par-
ticles are deposited on the dielectric substrate, a planar gold
surface develops with the �111� orientation. Near the nano-
tube, the growth of the perfect �111� surface is inhibited and
the broken bonds or the step edges are likely to be present
nearby the nanotube wall. Even though detailed and system-
atic investigations on this subject is beyond the scope of the
present work, a simplified model will be able to capture the
essential features. In our model shown in Fig. 4, the �5,5�
nanotube is inserted between the two-layer gold slab. In the
final relaxed structure obtained by density-functional calcu-
lations, the nanotube is found to be compressed by the gold
layers. The strain present in the curved gold surface is bal-
anced by the compression on the nanotube wall. This is

analogous to the interface pressure when a small particle is
embedded inside another material.24
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FIG. 4. Model geometry for the carbon nanotube embedded in the gold slab.
The strain relaxation in the regions indicated by arrows results in the pres-
sure on the carbon nanotube wall.
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